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AGM REPORT, ROYAL SHOW RESULTS, HANDLERS CAMP REPORTS,
S.A. NEWS, CALENDAR COMP AND MUCH MORE……………

GUIDANCE TO
MEMBERS
THE “GO TO” RESOURCE FOR ALL MEMBERS ON
PROCESSES, FORMS AND AN ANSWER TO LOTS OF
QUESTIONS!
Electronic version is now available on the ALCA website at MEMBERS → MEMBERS
AREA → Guidance for Members
This is a dynamic document and we welcome your feedback –
just email lowline@abri.une.edu.au or contact Carole on 02 6773 3144
Notice of subsequent additions or changes will be advised to all members.

The Lardner Park Steer Trials in Gippsland, Victoria are held over 3
months where steers are grass feed in the same environment & are
weighed at monthly intervals so weight gain can be assessed. The trial
provides an ideal opportunity for beef producers to compare their
cattle under independently controlled grazing conditions. All steers
are then slaughtered and evaluated at Radford's Abattoirs. Carcases
are evaluated using the Meat Standards Australia Measurement System
(MSA).
These are latest weigh-in results from the Lardner Park Trails include
Lowline & LowlineX steers entered by ALCA members.
More information:
http://www.lardnerpark.com.au/steertrial.html
By Julie Knight

NEWS FROM ADELAIDE HILLS
AND MID NORTH S.A.
Earlier in the year, Henson Park Stud was badly affected by the adjacent
Wirabarra Forest bushfires which were followed by heavy rain and flooding which
took out more of their fencing. They, unfortunately, lost sheep but their Lowlines
were safe. Peter and Elizabeth are well known in their district for providing
Lowline beef to their customers over many years.
Lowlines were exhibited at the Strathalbyn Show, apparently for the first time
since 2002, last October. They attracted a lot of interest from people who knew
of the breed but hadn’t actually seen any before. Lowlines achieved 3 rd & 4th
placings in the British Breeds Section.
After a five-year break, Lowlines were welcomed back at the Mount Pleasant
Show in March. A young teenager who was introduced to, and assisted with,
Lowlines at the Royal Show last year, turned up at Mount Pleasant with a friend
and pleaded to be allowed to lead a young bull and heifer. The “friend”, who is
experienced in handling race horses, was heard getting his instructions on the
way to the ring.
Mount Pleasant is one of the larger regional shows in South Australia and
attracts a lot of entrants and visitors each year. One of these visitors approached
us to say that he was very happy with the Lowline bull he had purchased three
years ago. The bull is quiet to handle and is not experiencing any more calving
problems. He gets a little less at the market but he said that the advantages
outweigh the price difference. He no longer has to buy a new bull each year and
deal with their associated temperament problems.

It is apparent that there is a growing interest in Lowlines in this region but not all
owners want to run a stud. A good commercial plan would bring these breeders
together in the future.
There was a good attendance in the Barossa for the SA Promotion Group
meeting held in May. The meeting was hosted by Alan & Susan Yates. A light
lunch was provided and some of the local wine tasted. Eight members from the
South-East of the state travelled up the day before and enjoyed an overnight stay
and sightseeing in and around Hahndorf. Their support was much appreciated
as they had all had a distance of 400-450kms to travel home. Overall, the round
trip is the distance from Adelaide to Melbourne.

By Susan Yates

LOWLINE CERTIFIED
BEEF
Hope you have had a successful year and have many calves on the ground. Have you
noticed how many are bulls? As Julie Knight wrote in this year’s ALCA Journal, not all of
them are destined to be grand champion stud bulls – unfortunately! And even some of
your heifers are perhaps not quite what you would like to have associated with your
stud breeding program and bear your stud name. This is what breeding is all about –
selecting and retaining your best animals and using them to breed forward. You want to
choose the best and only the best for your herd and to represent your stud. So what do
we do with the rest? Lowline Certified Beef is an outlet for these animals. How do you
become involved?
Firstly, use the ALCA website classifieds to advertise what you want to be Lowline beef –
others may want them for beef production. From weaners to steers to cull heifers, there
is a classified space for you – and it’s FREE, so give it a go! Really, what do you have to
lose?
Secondly, look around your relatively local ALCA members – is there someone there
producing beef you can help supply? Contact them and have a chat. Even if you only
have the occasional steer or heifer, this will be a better market and provide a better
return than sending them to the saleyards. Or if there isn’t someone doing it now,
perhaps you can work cooperatively and do so together? Check out the blog “Growing /
Finishing for Meat” on the ALCA website about Ardrossan’s 22 years of experience
selling beef. Adopt some of the great ideas provided from years of experience. We have
several members willing to provide advice and helpful hints on how to do this – all you
need do is ask! Just drop a line to ALCA and they will redirect your enquiry to the
appropriate members.
The ALCA website is available to all members and for viewing by the public. It can
promote your animals to other beef breed producers or dairy farmers who buy your
stud bulls and then provide an outlet for their cross-bred stock. Becoming a member of
ALCA and signing the producers’ agreement will give them access to this advertising
tool.
Remember Lowlines are a beef breed – they are bred for meat, not milk. And it is in all
of our interest’s to do just that – produce the best quality beef that we can. This

promotes our breed, as recognition as a seed-stock producer to produce quality beef
gives added value to both our stud bulls and also to our registered females. And every
ALCA member can be involved at some point in the supply chain.
We all need to be innovative and think outside the box. And since you are already
involved with Lowlines you have demonstrated that you have these qualities –
otherwise you would have chosen another breed. Let’s make the most of what we have
– traceability, great beef, unique genetics, quality markets, sustainability, efficiency. And
maintain the quality of the stud animals you produce while getting a good return from
those that don’t meet your high standards. It may take a little effort, but producing the
best always does.

YOUTH HANDLERS CAMP REPORTS
Handler’s Camp Scholarship
My experience started with the long journey travelling down the centre of NSW
and into VIC. When arrived in Shepparton I was nervous but very excited. As we
pulled in the driveway of Whitby Farm owners Ken and Gill Lorains greeted us
with open arms. They quickly invited us in there warm home and we sat around
the table for a while having a chat about their farm and I spoke a lot about what
experiences I have had with Lowlines.
Finally it was time to say good bye to Mum, then Ken and I headed out for the
farm tour and do the morning feed. As we approached a paddock Ken showed
me my animal for the Handlers Camp. She was a beautiful 12 month old heifer
called Scotch Finger (AKA, Scotchy). She was very cautious of me and I was of
her as I knew we needed to bond over the next 4 days. Everyday she would try
and run away from me, but on that fourth day everything changed, I finally took
her for walk up and down the driveway to her water. Finally she realised I wasn’t
going to hurt her I think we just clicked.
I had a few firsts whilst at Whitby Farm, Gill cooked for me Lowline Sausages,
they were just beautiful. I clipped my first animal, unfortunately Scotchy was the
first victim, though Ken seemed happy with it. Lastly I got to ride a quad bike it
was a lot fun. The day arrived to head to Melbourne Show Grounds for the
Handler Camp. Ken and I headed out for the morning feed then back to load the
car with gear and load the heifers into the trailer.
After the 2 and a bit hour drive to Melbourne we arrived at the camp. I was
scared as I didn’t know anyone except the two other Lowline Scholarship winners
(Catherine and Matt) as we met prior to camp. After a little while everyone
bonded and were laughing and having a great time. The second day was clipping
day, Paul (the intermediate instructor) showed us all about clipping our cattle.
On day 3 of the camp, it was time for Scotchy and I to compete in the Handler’s
competition. We walk into the ring and everything seems great, until Scotchy
refused to walk. After a few minutes of trying to get her to walk, Ken came to

rescue and helped to get her moving. Although I didn’t place anywhere I had fun
and it was an experience I will never forget.
I highly recommend the Victorian Beef Cattle Handler’s Camp to all age levels
and experience. It was simply amazing. I’ve learnt so much to help me with my
handling skills, showing ability and it has helped me make some career decisions
going forward. I have made heaps of new friends who have the same interests
as me, and I will be definitely recommending this Camp to anyone I meet.
Lastly, I would like to thank the Lowline Association for giving me the amazing
opportunity. A huge thank you to my host family Ken and Gill Lorains, for
welcoming me into their home, giving me so much advice and allowing me to
handle and show their cattle.
Courtney Price

Katherine Moore, Courtney Price, Bill Belton and Matt Cooney

Lowline Heifer winner Lucas Kallady with Julie Knight, Wanamara Lowline Stud

KEEN TEEN FOLLOWS HIS DREAMS
I was fortunate enough to win the 2014 Australian Lowline Cattle Association
Scholarship for participation in the Stud Beef Victoria Cattle Handlers Camp and
the opportunity for a 4 day Victorian Lowline Stud on farm experience. We were
asked to write a short piece explaining what current involvement we had with the
Australian Lowlines, how we became involved and what we would like to learn at
the handlers camp. I was lucky enough to be 1 of 3 young people selected! I
traveled down from Cann River to Melbourne and then to the Melbourne airport
to meet Julie & Greg Knight from Wanamara Lowline Stud whom I was going to
stay with for the stud experience. We got back to Wanamara Lowline Stud at
Major Plains Victoria around 8.30 pm. We then got to meet and feed some of the
cattle and have a quick look around as it was by now very dark. The next day we
got to do some work with the cattle and I choose to work with Wanamara Strictly
Ballroom who didn't quite like the idea of someone different handling her at that
time! She did settle down very quickly and was a joy to work with as both her
and myself started to develop a bond together. We got to wash, blow, feed and
parade these young heifers around the farm. It was all a great experience and
was terrific to see how another stud/farm operates and to compare it to what I
currently do and the type of set up they used. We got to see an array of stud and
commercial cattle that Julie owns and the crosses she uses e.g.: Lowline x
Speckle Park. I really enjoyed it when we started breaking in a young bull
named Phoenix as I love working with young bulls. I was also excited and
looking forward to seeing for the first time a cow and calf I had purchased from
Julie (Royal Opal & Opalite) and was impressed with my purchase of these
animals. We also got to visit Ken & Gill Lorains from Whitby farm where we got
to meet the other participant that also won the scholarship. Another wonderful
moment for me was getting the chance to go to Dookie Agricultural College and
look around the whole campus as I have thought about possibly studying
Agriculture here in the future.
Now it was time to start the second half of the Scholarship - The Handlers Camp.
Julie took us and the heifers we had been working with to the Melbourne
Showgrounds where the camp was being held. I was glad we got to use the
heifers we had been working with during the week as they were used to us after
the time we had spent with them - in my case Strictly Ballroom. This was the
first time they had traveled in a trailer and they behaved very well although I
could tell they were glad to get off the trailer!!! We fed and watered the cattle, by
the end of the night the heifers and I were all settled in. The camp started off with
a very successful cattle/farmer based trivia night which was enjoyed by all. I had
attended the camp last year so it was great to be back and see some familiar
faces. In the morning we started washing the cattle to prepare them to be
clipped later in the morning. Julie had already clipped the heifers so it was good

to be able to watch the other cattle get clipped and have a go at clipping. We
had a range of activities throughout the day which included judging tips, making
halters, parading your animals, advice on how to make them look their best and
just giving a hand to whoever needed it. I knew that Heather Corallo (from
Riverside Ranges Lowline Stud) and who is fairly new to the industry was coming
to the camp for the first time. I know Heather and Luci Corallo quite well and I
was looking forward to giving a helping hand to Heather whenever needed. To
see such a vast range of ages between the participants just shows that the cattle
industry is enjoyed by all ages both younger and older. We finished off the night
with a heifer dress- up competition which each group got given an allocated
breed, funnily enough my group was allocated the Australian Lowline. We had to
dress-up the heifer with an "Australian" theme and prepare a short speech about
the breed. I got to parade the animal so I was dressed in all lowline gear:
Lowline Chambray Shirt, Lowline Badges, Lowline Tie and Lowline Vest, all of
which I had taken to the camp. Our heifer was dressed up in blue and had a jar
of good old aussie vegemite around her neck!! It was a great addition to the
camp and laughter was heard from everywhere. The next day was 'show day'
where the heifers were judged on their structure and appearance not the
handlers. It was a thrill to be able to prepare a heifer for a show and she did
great, the judge Michael Ireland also commended me on my handling ability
(which was a great feeling). Later that night we had handler judging which was
really enjoyable. Strictly Ballroom behaved very well although she did hate the
microphone! I ended up placing 4th out of 10 participants which was great! I was
honoured to present the Junior Champion Parader Ribbon which was sponsored
by my Aunty Vicki Gilbert from Rotherwood Lowline Stud. It was a very tiring day
and I was glad to go to bed (I'm sure Strictly Ballroom was happy too!). The next
day of the camp Junior Judging was held and the breed chosen was the
Australian Lowlines. Five Lowline heifers were paraded for the Junior Judges to
judge. Strictly Ballroom being one of the five and it was interesting to see how
the Junior Judges differed in how they placed the heifers. The Judge Geordie
Elliot ended up placing Strictly Ballroom 2nd out of 5. We ended the camp with a
great band on our last night. I also entered a competition held by the SRPG to
win an Australian Lowline Heifer which was generously donated by Ardrossan
and Wanamara Lowline Studs. We had to write about why we would like to win a
heifer and what we would do to manage, market etc her. The competition also
included attending an interview with Bill Belton, Peter & Jeanette Stebbins and
Allister Brookes. Having an interview was such a great experience. I would like
to congratulate Sean Kallady and Hannah Phillips who won this competition and I
hope success follows with their new heifer and Lowline Studs. I was just so glad
I had the opportunities offered and I would recommend it to anyone and
everyone. I learnt how to prepare my animal properly and just general animal
husbandry and safety. I would like to thank ALCA for sponsoring this
Scholarship, Lucy Kuipers for all the work she has put in on running this activity
and all the encouragement she has given me and other youth members, Julie &
Greg Knight and Ken & Gill Lorains for allowing us to come to your farm/s and
see all the cattle and for letting us use your heifers at the camp and last but not

least, my Aunty Vicki Gilbert for introducing me to the amazing Australian
Lowlines and supporting me in all that I do. I hope to be attending the camp next
year as I feel you can never stop learning and its always going to be beneficial to
both the animals and you.
Matt Cooney
Cann Valley Lowline Stud
Email: mattcooney98@gmail.com
Website: http://www.rotherwoodstud.com.au
My Australian Handlers Camp ExpeRIENCE
After my first ever flights, one from New Plymouth and then a connector at
Auckland to get to Melbourne, I landed at Tullamarine airport at 5.30pm. I lost
two hours on the flight so my body clock was a bit put out!
I was picked up by Julie Knight and 1 and a half hours later we were at her
home.
What I noticed while being driven was the red red soil and the amount of trees.
Julie and her family made me feel very welcome. I spent four days with them,
some shopping, some site seeing and four hours a day with the cattle. While
driving to and from places I noticed Camels grazing amongst the sheep and
horses!
On July 2nd we loaded the cattle and all the equipment and travelled to the
Melbourne Show grounds.
The usual unloading and settling of animals was done before our welcome
speech for everyone. After this we were given our bibs for our respective age
groups.
We ate dinner around about 6pm, then we played trivia in a game group,
checked the cattle and helped clip some of the other cattle.
Breeds that were present included everything except Hereford, much to my
amazement, completely opposite to New Zealand.
Next day, 3rd July, we were up early at about 4am to clean cattle beds under the
watchful eyes of experienced handlers who had been there before to make sure
we did it to the required standard.
We then washed our animals and blow dried them, took them to the stalls and
fed them. They were fed nuts and a fiber type feed similar to NZ’s Fiber Fresh.
Everyone sat in for a Performance Feeds educational session to explain the
difference in feeding different animals for different purposes, ie steers are fed
differently to incalf heifers or cows. It was very informative and I learned some
valuable points to use in the future.
Lowlines in Australia are mated at 19 months, five months ahead of when we
mate them here.

There were other chores including polishing halters, feeding and watering and
the never ending bed cleaning.
The 3rd day, 4th July, we started all over again, but this day included learning
about clipping and grooming. The Aussie’s do a lot of clipping! They showed us
how to groom to enhance muscle, back end width and length, but don’t actually
clip the whole animal.
On this day we did our heifer/bull classes and it took most of the day because of
the high number of animals, then we had a tea break before going into do our
handler classes at around 8pm.
The 4th day, 5th July, we got up early and helped the juniors get cleaned up and
prepared for their handlers classes.
Handlers’ classes of all ages are high profile. The handlers are dressed up to the
nines with jewelry, flash long sleeved shirts, fancy belts and cowboy boots, with
neat wide brimmed hats.
That night they had a band playing and we all had a great time playing games
and socializing.
July 6th was a day of Presentations and cleaning up, loading cattle and gear.
I was picked up after camp by Tonia Goodman and taken home to her place to
spend the night as she is closer to the airport for my flights home the following
day.
I really enjoyed my trip, learnt some really good things, made some hopefully
lifelong friends and got a new nickname. Some of us ended up with nicknames
for one reason or another and I was known as “Kiwi!”
This trip will help me with a career as a livestock agent and hopefully is the first
step for me to become a Beef Judge. I also want to pass on my handling skills to
anyone who wants to handle and show beef cattle.
There were so many entries to go to camp that I am very grateful to have been
chosen. The council only usually allow for two entrants but couldn’t separate the
last three of us so we all were accepted.
I really would love to go back next year and learn some more.
I loved Australia and the people who took care of me were amazing.
I also had help from friends here at home (they know who they are) and I am
very very grateful
Yours in the Love of Lowlines
Katherine Moore
Triple M Stud
Eltham.

Lowline heifer winner Hanna Phillips with Jeanette Stebbins, Ardrossan Lowline
Stud
All handlers at the camp were eligible to apply to win two Lowline heifers - a task
involving an interview and application process and an assessment of their ability.
Congratulations to Hanna and Sean on their success – we will be hearing more
from them in the future no doubt!
And many thanks to Ardrossan and Wanamara studs for their generous donation
to our youth members!
There are already plans for next year’s youth handlers camp so keep up to
date on the website and both facebook pages!

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
The AGM was held in Brisbane on the weekend of the 18th and
19th of October and was a very successful and productive
weekend.
On the Saturday a forum of members was held and a variety of
issues were raised and discussed to formulate a progressive and
inclusive plan for the development of the breed. It was terrific to
see such a range of members present from all over Australia –
NSW, QLD, SA, VIC, TAS and New Zealand. It was invigorating to
have a consensus of opinion from all on so many matters and
from such diverse locations. It became obvious that all present
had the interests of the breed at heart which is a great positive for
the Lowline breed.
It was also great to see how much has been achieved since the
last AGM and forum and how well received this progress has
been. Many thanks to Bill Belton for his tireless work in ensuring
that this was achieved in such a short time frame and to all
Council members for their efforts in keeping the association
moving forward.
The AGM and subsequent Council meeting endeavoured to distill
the ideas generated from the forum. The input and sharing of
ideas and successes from the various promotion groups was of
huge benefit to all present and no doubt many activities and
innovative promotions will result with support from all those PG
members. A huge thank you to all the promotion group
representatives that attended! Keep an eye on the website and

this newsletter for information of what is happening as they
come up – the calendar is just the first of many things in the
pipeline!

2014 -15 Council members : Back L-R: Tanya Falkenhagen, Gordon Guthrie,
Lucy Kuipers, Colin Schiller. Front L-R : Michele Molloy, Julie Knight, Denise
Moloney. (Photo taken by Emma Germany - thanks, Emma!)

Lowline calendar competition
ALCA is inviting all members, youth and schools included, to enter photos into a
2016 Australian Lowline Calendar. Winning photos of each category will win one
calendar.
The categories are:
Gatherings
Paddocks
Christmas
Aussie Aussie Aussie
Summer
Naughtiest (Lowlines Only)
Showtime
All Blacks
Winter
Close ups
Companions
Babies
Photo entries can be sent to lowline@abri.com.au, or they can be posted on the
Australian Lowline Cattle Association Facebook Page. Please consider all themes
throughout the year. Deadlines will be given throughout the year for each theme.
Starting themes are GATHERINGS, PADDOCKS, and CHRISTMAS.
ENTRIES CLOSE: 31st DECEMBER 2014 for Gatherings, Paddocks, and Christmas.
When entering your photo, please include what theme you have entered each photo in.
Please note that photos will be required to have high resolution for printing. By entering
your photos you give permission for ALCA to use in future promotions. Prize will be
given once printing has been completed. Calendars will be for sale mid-late 2015 (they
will be great Christmas Presents 2015).
All entries will be placed on the Australian Lowline Cattle Association Facebook
Page for judging. The winners will be determined by the amount of likes on each
photo.
So get out and get snap happy!

By Lucy Kuipers

At the ALCA AGM Members’ Forum last year, it was suggested that ALCA
should have a facility to store any semen that might be donated to ALCA by
retiring members, so older Lowline genetics are retained.
ALCA has now organised to have donated Lowline semen stored at the well
known Bovine artificial breeding facility, Total Livestock Genetics (TGL) in
Camperdown, Victoria.
The main objectives are
- To maintain heritage genetics that might otherwise be lost
- To preserve and maximize genetic diversity.
- To provide a repository for semen as members retire and wish to donate to
ALCA
- To provide cost effective semen to members and indeed to non members for
AI procedures to promote the Lowline breed
Donated straws will be advertised on the ALCA web site & available for sale to
interested parties for a minimal fee. This will be a not-for-profit exercise as any
income resulting from the sale of straws will go towards long-term storage costs
of any remaining semen.
All bulls with donated semen MUST be registered with ALCA as an AI Sire.
Resulting calves from the semen can be registered with ALCA provided the usual
DNA & PV are provided & fees are paid.
ALCA offers this opportunity to donate semen to any interested member or past
member. We hope to provide this facility to preserve & safeguard Heritage
Lowline genetics for future generations
By Julie Knight

Carole Johns is our new EO and did a formidable job at the AGM and forum.
She is enthusiastic, organised and helpful and will be an asset to our
association. Carole will be answering any queries you have to ALCA at ABRI
by phone or email.
All members will find her very easy to talk to and we welcome her to ALCA!

We all love “A little bull goes a long way” and our
other slogans. With the reprinting of a lot of
promotional material, ALCA would like input from
members as any slogans they would like to use. So to
get you thinking and contributing ALCA would love
to have you submit your ideas and perhaps win a
prize - $50 of merchandise of your choosing! Open
to all members, schools, youth and even the grown
ups!
Send your slogans to Carole at
lowline@abri.com.au .
You have until the last day in November to get your
entry in! So as well as getting snap happy, put the
thinking caps on and send in your slogan. I’ll start –
mine is “More beef, Less land!” Your turn……….
By Michele Molloy

EKKA 2014
JUNIOR HEIFER
Class 16 - Heifer - 8 months and under 12 months
27 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Jelina
1
26 K R & T L Falkenhagen
TANVIEW JILLAROO
2
Class 17 - Heifer - 12 months and under 14 months
28 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Jemima
1
29 Pittsworth State High School Pittsworth Jayda
2
31 K R & T L Falkenhagen
TANVIEW JASMINE
3
Class 18 - Heifer - 14 months and under 16 months
32 Christina Schiller
Sunrise Jubilee
1
Class 19 - Heifer - 16 months and under 18 months
33 Sarah & Nathan Falkenhagen SARAH LEA JELLY BEANS 1
Class 20 - Heifer - 18 months and under 20 months
35 K R & T L Falkenhagen
ALLAMBIE HONEY
1
34 Dakabin State High School DAKABIN ISABELLA
2
JUNIOR CHAMPION HEIFER
27 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Jelina
1
RESERVE CHAMPION JUNIOR HEIFER
35 K R & T L Falkenhagen
ALLAMBIE HONEY
1
JUNIOR BULL
Class 21 - Bull - 8 months and under 12 months
38 K R & T L Falkenhagen
TANVIEW JACKAROO
1
37 K R & T L Falkenhagen
TANVIEW JAGUAR
2
Class 22 - Bull - 12 months and under 14 months
39 K R & T L Falkenhagen
TANVIEW JUMBUCK
1
JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL
39 K R & T L Falkenhagen
TANVIEW JUMBUCK
1
RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL

38 K R & T L Falkenhagen
TANVIEW JACKAROO
SENIOR COW OR HEIFER
Class 26 - Heifer - 20 months and under 24 months
41 K R & T L Falkenhagen
Tanview Honeysuckle
43 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Heiress
42 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Harmony
Class 28 - Cow - 30 months and under 48 months
48 Dakabin State High School MEROWEN FEEBEE
47 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Georgina
46 Dakabin State High School Merowen Gypsee
SENIOR CHAMPION COW OR HEIFER
41 K R & T L Falkenhagen
Tanview Honeysuckle
RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION COW OR HEIFER
43 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Heiress
GRAND CHAMPION COW OR HEIFER
27 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Jelina
SENIOR BULL
Class 29 - Bull - 20 months and under 24 months
52 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Houston
50 K R & T L Falkenhagen
Tanview Highway Lad
49 Dakabin State High School MEROWEN H-R
Class 30 - Bull - 24 months and under 30 months
53 K R & T L Falkenhagen
Tanview Hero
Class 31 - Bull - 30 months and under 42 months
54 K R & T L Falkenhagen
Tanview GJ
SENIOR CHAMPION BULL
52 Schiller, J M P
Lik Lik Houston
RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION BULL
54 K R & T L Falkenhagen
Tanview GJ
GRAND CHAMPION BULL
39 K R & T L Falkenhagen
TANVIEW JUMBUCK
GROUP
Class 32 - Breeder's Group
57 Schiller, J M P
55 K R & T L Falkenhagen
56 K R & T L Falkenhagen
58 Dakabin State High School
Class 33 - Pair of Bulls - Any Age

1

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
1

1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
4

59 K R & T L Falkenhagen
60 K R & T L Falkenhagen
61 Dakabin State High School
Class 34 - Progeny Stakes Group
63 Schiller, J M P
62 K R & T L Falkenhagen

1
2
3
1
2

ROYAL ADELAIDE SHOW 2014
JUNIOR COW OR HEIFER
Class 15 - Cow or Heifer, 10 months and under 16 months.
68
Karlee Park Lowlines Karlee Park Jenney
1
JUNIOR CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE COW OR HEIFER
68
Karlee Park Lowlines Karlee Park Jenney
1
SENIOR COW
Class 17 - Cow, 20 months and under 30 months.
69
Barossa Lowlines
Allambie Yvette
1
Class 18 - Cow, 30 months and over.
71
Foureur, Sue
Glenlonny Georgy Girl
1
72
Karlee Park Lowlines Karlee Park Flaming Star 2
SENIOR CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE COW
71
Foureur, Sue
Glenlonny Georgy Girl
1
GRAND CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE FEMALE
71
Foureur, Sue
Glenlonny Georgy Girl
1
JUNIOR BULL
Class 19 - Bull, 10 months and under 16 months.
74
Karlee Park Lowlines Karlee Park Prince George 1
JUNIOR CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE BULL
74
Karlee Park Lowlines Karlee Park Prince George 1
SENIOR BULL
Class 21 - Bull, 20 months and under 30 months.
75
Barossa Lowlines
Barossa Henry
1
SENIOR CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE BULL
75
Barossa Lowlines
Barossa Henry
1
GRAND CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE BULL
74
Karlee Park Lowlines Karlee Park Prince George 1

SUPREME CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE EXHIBIT
71
Foureur, Sue
Glenlonny Georgy Girl
1
GROUP CLASSES
Class 24 - Breeders' Group.
76
Karlee Park Lowlines
1
MOST SUCCESSFUL AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE EXHIBITOR
76
Karlee Park Lowlines
1

Royal Melbourne Show 2014
AL01 - Heifer, 9 To 12 Months. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
182
1 Kenneth Lorains, Whitby Farm: WHITBY FARM GEORGIE, Reg:
ALCA:10949, 15 Oct 2013, Tattoo: WHF J089, Sire: Whitby Farm
Sherlock, Dam: Whitby Farm Princess Kate
AL02 - Heifer, 12 To 15 Months (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
183
1 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines: BALLARAT
GRAMMAR JUPITER, Reg: ALCA:10990, 15 Sep 2013, Tattoo:
BGLJ047, Sire: Karlee Park Beau Jangles, Dam: Karlee Park Cosmic
Star
AL03 - Heifer, 15 To 18 Months. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
184
1 G & J Knight, Wanamara: WANAMARA STRICTLY
BALLROOM, Reg: ALCA:10761, 5 May 2013, Tattoo: WAN J281,
Sire: Wanamara Guinness WAN B114, Dam: Wanamara Hoolah
Royale WAN C134
185
2 Tracey Hall, O'Hara: O'HARA MISS ANGELICA, Reg:
ALCA:10508, 10 Apr 2013, Tattoo: OHA J007, Sire: Elandra Park
Yodgee, Dam: Elandra Park Xotic
AL04 - Heifer, 18 To 20 Months (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
186
1 Bill & Hilery Belton, Urila Lowline Stud: URILA JULIET, Reg:
ALCA:10721, 25 Mar 2013, Tattoo: ULS J076, Sire: Urila Emperor,
Dam: Urila Felice
187
2 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines: BALLARAT
GRAMMAR JEMIMA, Reg: ALCA:10991, 10 Mar 2013, Tattoo:
BGLJ003, Sire: Appertarra Carlo, Dam: Kawala View Deja Voo

AL01S - Junior Champion Heifer. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: $50, RASV SASH
182
Kenneth Lorains, Whitby Farm: WHITBY FARM GEORGIE, Reg:
ALCA:10949, 15 Oct 2013, Tattoo: WHF J089, Sire: Whitby Farm
Sherlock, Dam: Whitby Farm Princess Kate

AL02S - Reserve Junior Champion Heifer. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: RASV SASH
184
G & J Knight, Wanamara: WANAMARA STRICTLY
BALLROOM, Reg: ALCA:10761, 5 May 2013, Tattoo: WAN J281,
Sire: Wanamara Guinness WAN B114, Dam: Wanamara Hoolah
Royale WAN C134

AL05 - Heifer, 20 To 24 Months (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
189
1 G & J Knight, Wanamara: WANAMARA FIRECRACKER, Reg:
ALCA:10930, 23 Jan 2013, Tattoo: WAN J277, Sire: Wanamara
Casanova WAN G210, Dam: Wanamara Wildfire WAN G213
188
2 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines: BALLARAT
GRAMMAR JANE-O, Reg: ALCA:10992, 26 Jan 2013, Tattoo:
BGLJ040, Sire: Rotherwood Zaros, Dam: Tarrengower Dalrymple
190
3 Heather Corallo, Riverside Ranges Lowline Stud:
ROTHERWOOD HADFIELD GIRL, Reg: ALCA:10459, 1 Dec
2012, Tattoo: GEEH047, Sire: Rotherwood Cherokee, Dam:
Rotherwood Dream Girl
AL06 - Cow Or Heifer, 24 To 30 Months (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
191
1 Heather Corallo, Riverside Ranges Lowline Stud: YARRA
RANGES HALLE BERRY, Reg: ALCA:10546, 13 Sep 2012, Tattoo:
H003, Sire: Whitby Farm Bradman, Dam: Yarra Ranges Faith
192
2 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines: GLEN
&NBSP;LONNY HAYLEY'S COMET, Reg: ALCA:10541, 8 Aug
2012, Tattoo: GLLH006, Sire: Karlee Park Desperado, Dam: Karlee
Park Cosmic Star
AL07 - Cow, Over 30 Months (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
193
1 Kenneth Lorains, Whitby Farm: WHITBY FARM CRUMPET,
Reg: ALCA:10305, 10 Dec 2011, Tattoo: WHF G059, Sire: Whitby

194

195

Farm Watson, Dam: Whitby Farm Lilly
2 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines: BALLARAT
GRAMMAR GWENDOLYN, Reg: ALCA:BGLG030/9973, 15 Jul
2011, Tattoo: BGLG030, Sire: Appertarra Carlo, Dam: Pandella Park
X-Static
3 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines:
TARRENGOWER GLEN LUCE, Reg: ALCA:10371, 10 Jul 2011,
Tattoo: TGLG016, Sire: Rotherwood Zaros, Dam: Ardrossan
Gwyneth

AL03S - Senior Champion Cow. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: $50, RASV SASH
193
Kenneth Lorains, Whitby Farm: WHITBY FARM CRUMPET,
Reg: ALCA:10305, 10 Dec 2011, Tattoo: WHF G059, Sire: Whitby
Farm Watson, Dam: Whitby Farm Lilly

AL04S - Reserve Senior Champion Cow. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: RASV SASH
189
G & J Knight, Wanamara: WANAMARA FIRECRACKER, Reg:
ALCA:10930, 23 Jan 2013, Tattoo: WAN J277, Sire: Wanamara
Casanova WAN G210, Dam: Wanamara Wildfire WAN G213

AL05S - Grand Champion Female. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: $200, RASV SASH
193
Kenneth Lorains, Whitby Farm: WHITBY FARM CRUMPET,
Reg: ALCA:10305, 10 Dec 2011, Tattoo: WHF G059, Sire: Whitby
Farm Watson, Dam: Whitby Farm Lilly

AL08 - Bull, 9 To 12 Months. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
196
1 Kenneth Lorains, Whitby Farm: WHITBY FARM HOLMES, Reg:
ALCA:10950, 6 Oct 2013, Tattoo: WHF J101, Sire: Whitby Farm
Sherlock, Dam: Whitby Farm Elizabeth

AL09 - Bull, 12 To 15 Months (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
197
1 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines: BALLARAT
GRAMMAR JD, Reg: ALCA:10911, 11 Aug 2013, Tattoo: BGLJ031,
Sire: Karlee Park Beau Jangles, Dam: Karlee Park Erin of the Glen
AL10 - Bull, 15 To 18 Months. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
200
1 Bill & Hilery Belton, Urila Lowline Stud: URILA JOSEF, Reg:
ALCA:10723, 24 May 2013, Tattoo: ULS J078, Sire: Urila Emperor,
Dam: Urila Dora
199
2 G & J Knight, Wanamara: WANAMARA PHOENIX, Reg:
ALCA:10931, 10 Jun 2013, Tattoo: WAN J286, Sire: Trungley
Corundum BAH E167, Dam: Wanamara Grasshopper Dreaming
WAN B094
198
3 Tracey Hall, O'Hara: O'HARA MR. RHETT, Reg: ALCA:10707, 10
Jun 2013, Tattoo: OHA J008, Sire: Elandra Park Yodgee, Dam:
Elandra Park Xceed
AL06S - Junior Champion Bull. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: $50, RASV SASH
200
Bill & Hilery Belton, Urila Lowline Stud: URILA JOSEF, Reg:
ALCA:10723, 24 May 2013, Tattoo: ULS J078, Sire: Urila Emperor,
Dam: Urila Dora

AL07S - Reserve Junior Champion Bull. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: RASV SASH
197
Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines: BALLARAT
GRAMMAR JD, Reg: ALCA:10911, 11 Aug 2013, Tattoo: BGLJ031,
Sire: Karlee Park Beau Jangles, Dam: Karlee Park Erin of the Glen

AL12 - Bull, 20 To 24 Months. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
201
1 Tracey Hall, O'Hara: O'HARA MASTER GERALD, Reg:
ALCA:10506, 10 Nov 2012, Tattoo: OHA H005, Sire: Colombo Park
Tannhauser, Dam: Wanamara Goanna Opal
AL13 - Bull, Over 24 Months (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)

205

203

204

202

1 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines: BALLARAT
GRAMMAR FORDY, Reg: ALCA:9463, 4 Oct 2010, Tattoo:
BGLF003, Sire: Appertarra Carlo, Dam: Pandella Park X-Static
2 Vicki Gilbert, Rotherwood Lowline Stud: ROTHERWOOD
HOWZAT, Reg: ALCA:10461, 24 Jul 2012, Tattoo: GEEH041, Sire:
Rotherwood Diablo, Dam: Rotherwood Boxers Girl
3 Gary & Shelley Turnham, Barregowa Cattle Company:
BARREGOWA HAYMAKER, Reg: ALCA:10550, 24 Jun 2012,
Tattoo: TLC H161, Sire: Urila Monsieur Bean, Dam: Barregowa Dusk
Bill & Hilery Belton, Urila Lowline Stud: URILA HATTON, Reg:
ALCA:10571, 3 Sep 2012, Tattoo: ULS H071, Sire: Monte Allegro
Artusi, Dam: Urila Wilhelmena

AL08S - Senior Champion Bull. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: $50, RASV SASH
201
Tracey Hall, O'Hara: O'HARA MASTER GERALD, Reg:
ALCA:10506, 10 Nov 2012, Tattoo: OHA H005, Sire: Colombo Park
Tannhauser, Dam: Wanamara Goanna Opal

AL09S - Reserve Senior Champion Bull. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: RASV SASH
205
Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines: BALLARAT
GRAMMAR FORDY, Reg: ALCA:9463, 4 Oct 2010, Tattoo:
BGLF003, Sire: Appertarra Carlo, Dam: Pandella Park X-Static

AL10S - Grand Champion Bull. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: $300, RASV SASH
201
Tracey Hall, O'Hara: O'HARA MASTER GERALD, Reg:
ALCA:10506, 10 Nov 2012, Tattoo: OHA H005, Sire: Colombo Park
Tannhauser, Dam: Wanamara Goanna Opal

AL11S - Supreme Exhibit. (Australian Lowline\Ordinary)
PRIZE: PRODUCT SUPPORTED BY INTERNATIONAL ANIMAL HEALTH

PRIZE: RASV ROSETTE
PRIZE: TROPHY SUPPORTED BY AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE CATTLE
ASSOCIATION
201
Tracey Hall, O'Hara: O'HARA MASTER GERALD, Reg:
ALCA:10506, 10 Nov 2012, Tattoo: OHA H005, Sire: Colombo Park
Tannhauser, Dam: Wanamara Goanna Opal

AL14 - Best Three Head, Any Age, Both Sexes To Be Represented And All Owned
By The Exhibitor (Australian Lowline\Group)
208
1 Tracey Hall, O'Hara
792
2 G & J Knight, Wanamara
207
3 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines
209
Bill & Hilery Belton, Urila Lowline Stud
AL17 - Best Two Females, Under 20 Months, To Be Bred By The Exhibitor
(Australian Lowline\Group)
210
1 Ballarat Grammar, Ballarat Grammar Lowlines
AL13S - Most Successful Australian Lowline Exhibitor (Australian Lowline\Special
Prizes)
PRIZE: RASV SASH
1 Ballarat Grammar

Tanview crew at Ekka, 2014

